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The Philosophy of Pinnacle
Often, when faced with great uncertainty, we seek a creative outlet to 
give us a sense of peace or understanding. In literature, we call this a 
catharsis: a moment of clarity that comes from an emotional release. 

We look to celebrate those who use their creativity to sort through 
some of those complex emotions and are brave enough to share those 

with the world. 
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Any student is welcome to join the Pinnacle staff. Students’ posi-
tions are established based on the amount of time and effort ded-
icated to producing the publication. Senior editors are selected by 
the adviser and conconsidered based on  previous involvement.

Submission Guidelines
This is a non-classroom publication. Any student, in any grade, 

can submit an unlimited number of creative pieces for consider-
ation. Submissions are accepted all year long via e-mail (rpair@
shsd.org) or hard copy to the Pinnacle adviser. In early March, 
all submissions are evaluated by the Pinnacle staff, taking into 

consideration layout, cost, and space constraints. 
The views and opinions expressed in Pinnacle are those of the authors and do not 

necessarily reflect the views of the Pinnacle staff or of Bernards High School.
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I ask them to take a swab
and hold it up to their cheek
like a testing kit

Or stand six feet away from everyone.

I say to stay home
and watch celebrities sing “Imagine”,

Or walk around your kitchen island for exercise
and search around for old bottles of Bath and Body Works hand sanitizer. 

I want them to find new hobbies
across this worldwide quarantine
bragging to your friends that you are being productive.

But all they want to do
is party on the beaches of Florida
and test their immunities to COVID-19 while drinking Corona. 

They begin to slowly realize by staying home,
they could lower the curve.

Introduction to corona
Katherine Adee ‘23

beginning of a new era - 
acrylic paint on canvas  

sarah cirillo ‘22
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All is made of the same flesh; blood and bone,
Man or woman, His command governs all;
Ek Onkar, God is one, shall there be no clone;
The Pervading Lord loves all, big or small. 
 
We seek His wisdom, inside and around us;
He is omnipresent, omnipotent, and omniscient!
The Almighty Lord prays for the Saint’s dust;
Chanting His name therefore has proven efficient. 

He is the greatest of the great with perfect form;
He is the sole Creator, beyond life and death
Through His will do we feel truly warm;
We call His name until our very last breath.

He creates and destroys, makes and 
takes away;
Under his protection do we 
just pray.

Waheguru
Rai S. Bindra ‘21

New york skyscape - Digital Photo  dane costabile ‘22



The Marriage of Fine Literature and Art
Paul Kotz ‘20

 Graphic novels are amazing at character development, storytelling, emotional capture, stellar art-
work, and, when done carefully, show how the character will blossom, unlike any other medium. The world 
of graphic novels was reserved to just comic books, which were outstanding in their own right, but is trans-
forming into a force that can take over the literary world. By combining art with the narrative, the writers 
and illustrators are able to exemplify the characters struggle to redefine their ideal selves. 
 Freddy, an insecure high school girl, views her ideal self as being with her on-again, off-again girl-
friend Laura; she wants more than anything to have a relationship with her. Writer Mariko Tamaki and 
illustrator Rosemary Valero-O’Connell create a story of a young girl trying to figure out whether she wants 
her friends or her girlfriend in the graphic novel Laura Dean Keeps Breaking up With Me. The conjunction 
of these two storytellers creates a narrative that showcases Frederica, our main character, going through 
the world looking to define her ideal self and refine her self-image. After an initial breakup, the story has 
the titular villain, Laura Dean, come back to lure Freddy in a whirlpool of a relationship with love and heart-

break. What is worse is that she writes an 
advice column saying “I want to be this person. 
This girlfriend is in bed with her girlfriend” 
(Tamaki 86). Freddy views Laura as the missing 
piece in her life, and, even when she is aware 
Laura brings her strife, Freddy will always feel 
the need to come back to her. An example of 
Freddy’s personal life being torn by her relation-
ship with Laura is when she pushes all of Fred-
dy’s friends away to make room for herself. She 
will cause Freddy to miss or forget important 
events, be absent for her best friend Doodle, 
and leave her friends to pick her up after Laura 
has used and left her again. Laura’s influence 
is shown when Freddy arrives at the gym after 
ditching Doodle (to make out with Laura), and 
Doodle is drawn grayer and in shadow repre-
senting how she is drawing away from Freddy 

(Valero-O’Connell 119). The depiction of Doodle distancing herself is a perfect example of illustration and 
writing working in tandem to depict Freddy’s struggle for her ideal self with Laura or her friends and sculpt 
her self image. 
 Jin does not want to be Chinese and Gene Luen Yang paints this struggle that Jin experiences daily 
in his graphic novel American Born Chinese. Jin’s ideal self is that of a white male, and he is embarrassed 
by any mention of his Chinese culture. The way the author and Illustrator show this is by having Jin followed 
by an overly stereotypical representation of his heritage, a ‘cousin’ of Jin by the name of Chin-kee, while Jin 
inhabits the body of a white teenager named Danny. Jin is haunted by this manifestation of his unwanted 
ethnicity and repeatedly tries to further himself from him. The act crescendos when ‘Danny’ takes the head 
off of Chin-Kee with a furious punch, showing how furious he is of his ethnicity (Yang 212). Jin struggles to 
find his self-worth throughout his own journey of self-image. Jin views himself as a person bogged down by 
his Chinese heritage that no one can get past. But, when he changes his self-image, Jin is able to focus on 
being a good friend and not changing something out of his control. He even goes as far as to stay in a cafe, 
saying he “Went right after school... and stayed until closing again. I did this every day for a month” (Yang 
227). Jin develops his own type of penance for losing Wei-Chen, his best friend before he broke his trust, 
and Jin waits for his friend religiously, showing his growth and a change in his ideal self. Jin goes through 
his own journey of reshaping his ideal-self and his own self-image. 

mindless - marker on paper paul kotz ‘20
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 Besides being aesthetically pleasing, the artwork in graphic novels showcases flickers of intense 
emotions and flashes into the inner workings of the main character’s mind. The artwork has a special way 
of evoking emotions in all of us. Yang illustrates Jin’s struggle of his identity by having him followed by an 
exaggerated form of Chinese stereotype, turn into a white male, and have Jin put his hair into a perm to 
match his white classmates; Valero O’Connell has Freddy smile lightly at the smallest indication that Laura 
is theretheir or stressfully move her hair out of her face when she is stressed. These types of “show, not 
tell” give the consumer something to put together themselves, and this is what fantastic Pixar film produc-
er Andrew Stanton brings up in his talk “The Clues to a Great Story”. Mr. Stanton brings up a point about 
storytelling and he says “Storytelling without dialogue. It’s the purest form of cinematic storytelling. It’s the 
most inclusive approach you can take” (www.ted.com 6:23). Cinematics and graphic novels are inherently 
similar, the only thing that is missing is a musical score, and some of the most impactful scenes in cinema 
are those without any dialogue. Pictures give consumers the ability to piece together their own scenes and 
gives them their own part in creating the narrative. Katsuhiro Otomo created a masterpiece titled Akira, 
Written and illustrated in 1982, and Otomo strew meticulously lined artwork after another. The vast land-
scapes inked on the pages easily take the consumer into Neo-Tokyo and the cyber-punk filled atmosphere. 
When Tetsuo is overtaken by his own power and the consumer can feel his pain as he tries to control him-
self to achieve his goal of power and strength but is barraged by missiles 
and lasers (Otomo Akira). The contrast between these two actions gives 
the consumer a real show of the destructive power of Akira and lets 
them put together how devastating this explosion really is. Artwork by 
itself with no dialogue is such a strong factor in letting the consumer put 
together how the characters try to redefine how they want their lives to 
go and what decisions they want to make. 
 The marriage of artwork and storytelling portrayed a plethora of 
themes excellently, but identity shines through as especially important. 
In Laura Dean Keeps Breaking up With Me, Tamaki and Valero-O’Connell 
portray Freddy going through her transformation into her new ideal self, 
metamorphosis into a woman that does not need Laura in her life. The 
climax to her arc is the point where Freddy breaks up with Laura, and, 
the reader expecting Freddy to break down when Laura yells, Freddy 
stands tall, solemnly states “Don’t be mad” and walks out if Laura’s 
house, leaving her toxic relationship physically and emotionally behind 
(Tamaki 282). Freddy’s shift in her ideal self leaves Laura out of the 
picture and this is shown beautifully by her finally breaking up with the 
fiend. In American Born Chinese, Jin is shown trying to remold his ideal 
self by ordering from an Asian restaurant, failing but still trying (Yang 
226). Jin is shown trying to bring himself to accept his heritage but more importantly, this is also parallel 
to the B story happening in the same book, the Monkey King finally accepts his position, is awkward at first 
(still walks, talks, and has more dignity than a monkey) but embraces his true self for what he is worth. 
Both of the two transcripts involved in these graphic novels would work as a short story in its own right; as 
would the illustrations in their own silent comic strip. However, these two ideas welded together to create 
an experience that gives the viewer a way to analyze the character’s mannerisms without words and to give 
the reader the ability to see in real-time what a character is thinking. The consumers can view the evolution 
of a character’s reflections in their mannerisms and speech.
 Graphic novels are important in many, many, people’s lives, but not just for the consumer. Charac-
ters deserve this type of treatment in where their faces can show true emotion, where their dialogue can 
appear messy, overrun, or even on top of each other. Consumers deserve to put together their own stories 
with the pieces that were left for them by the authors and illustrators. Graphic novels showcase an ability 
to show the transformation of characters into their new ideal selves and see the characters ponder their 
self-worth.  

virgo - watercolor and 
pencil on paper

emma maddaluna ‘20
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mwah coffee - coffee on watercolor paper Molly mcentee ‘21

I don’t know if you can hear me, or if you’re even there
I don’t know if you will listen to what the news shares

They tell me I am just a student, I shouldn’t speak my voice…
Still I see my screen and tell them, staying inside is not a choice

Please stay inside, I want this to end
Please stop leaving, I wouldn’t recommend
The world is upset and you make it worse

All because you want that new purse

I ask for nothing, I can get by
I really just want this virus to die

Please stay inside, I want this to end
Online school sucks, where are my friends?

I don’t know if there’s a reason
Why can’t some just stay inside?
It’s spring, not sickness season

Until you look outside

I ask for nothing, I can get by
I really just want this virus to die

Please stay inside, I want this to end
Online school sucks, where are my friends?

The stupid prolongers, they’re making this worse
Please stay inside so this can be my last verse

Please, Stay inside
Audrey Panik ‘23

quarantine - Digital Photo 
Natalie Meyers ‘22

the world in color - 
make-up on paper 

Lauren steinkopf ‘20

I’ve realized I can no 
longer go outside,
I’m stuck inside my house 
during quarantine.
Phil Murphy says it’s better to stay inside.
I want to go out and have fun, I’m just a teen.

I wonder if I’ll get to wear my prom dress
And dance all night with the love of my life.

Sadly, everything appears to be a 
big mess.

This situation is creating a 
major strife.

COVID-19, you’ve taken so 
much from me;

A life-changing virus no one could 
foresee.

High school days I will never get back,
Moments and memories that are 
forever lost.
It’s hard to accept, the 
world is pitch black;
We have no other 
choice but to adjust.

what you took from me
ambar leon ‘21
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wooden countertop
caden lorenzo ‘23

 Third one to hit the wooden countertop today, but I’ve lost count of how many times I’ve heard that 
welcoming sound since my girlfriends took me out to celebrate my twenty-first. It was fresh, plucked from 
the ice bucket under the bar, beads of condensation sticking to the brown glass, my favorite. While his right 
hand held onto the chilled bottle, his left hand produced a bottle opener from the breast pocket of his blue 
chambray work shirt. Then, he cracked open the bottle, Phwock. I had heard that sound so many times 
before, but it never failed to excite my heart. The simpleness and fluidity of the snap, and how John opened 
the bottle was beautiful. He heard that snap more times than me, serving out of town bikers, Rutgers grad 
students, and myself on quite a few occasions. He wasn’t the only server at this bar just off of Route 46, 
but he was my favorite.
 That beautiful snap brought my eyes back John. I got lost staring at the clock behind the bar, one 
of those fancy digital ones which displayed the date, year, and time you needed to be born in order to be 
legally served. I remember a time where one of those clocks wasn’t too far off from my birthdate, times 
where I’d spend all night in dimly lit bars like this one, shooting pool with strangers, laughing about this 
and that, kissing the cigarette-flavored mouth of a one-night stand in a cracked leather booth. Now my sag-
ging skin was within kissing distance of the big Four-O, and there were no more strangers playing pool, let 

alone lovers.
 John pushed the bottle forward, a herald for me to start drinking. The 
glass head met my lips before the fog could settle from the opening. A 
river of beer flooded my mouth, calming the rising thump in my chest. De-
spite being frigid, the beer warmed my soul like one of those heavy mink 
coats you try on at Macy’s but can never afford to buy. One day, you say 
to yourself, one day I’ll get that coat. But I’ll never need that coat, I got my 
Coors Light.
 “Why don’t ya let that settle down for a bit, Laurie.”, John’s scratchy 
voice said, cutting through the hum of his bar’s two tv’s that he refused 
to turn up, even on days where there was just one barstool occupied, like 
right now. They were on opposite sides of the bar, one of them was playing 
game six of the 1986 NBA Finals, Rockets vs. Celtics, and the other was 
playing the Ellen Degeneres Show. Neither was interesting, despite Ellen 
giving a kid who played a mean guitar a free trip to Disney World, so I kept 
slurping my Coors, letting the warm coat travel down my throat, and into 
my stomach. When I let the bottle down on the finished hardwood, it was 

quarter-full, ( or three-fourths empty, as my ex-husband would put it). I looked up at John, who was staring 
at me without intent, as if he rested his gaze and it just happened to fall on my eyes. Still, I knew he expect-
ed me to answer his question.
 “I’m just feeling it today,” I said. It was true. Somedays I carefully sipped the alcohol, letting its 
warmness seep into my taste buds, and trickle into my throat. But today, I felt like shoving it in, and keep-
ing it there. I belched, releasing the leftover warmth out my mouth, and into my nose. The smell wasn’t as 
crisp as it was out of the bottle, but it excited me just like the snap of the bottle opening. Phwock. Before I 
could fully savour the aroma of alcohol, John cut in.
 “It’s just,” he said, resting his weathered hands on his work station, now avoiding my eyes, “ you 
come in here at wonky hours. I mean, you were here when I opened up shop on Monday, and I know you 
weren’t on your lunch break, unless a Pink sweatshirt and leopard print pajama pants are your uniform.”
 Crap, he knew I was here on Monday. I swear his brother was bartending on Monday. I was a bit 
early that day, but I had nothing better to do than count the minutes until Charlie came home from school, 
so I figured I’d stop by and have a beer or two. It ended up being five, but that’s water under the bridge. 
 “So?”, I asked, picking up the bottle to finish it off. 
 “So,” he repeated back to me , like a patronizing parent who’s about to tell their son why peeing on 
the toilet seat is such a big deal, “ it’s not healthy for someone to be drinking at these hours. It feels dirty 

Icy Night - Digital Photo 
natalie meyers ‘22
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for me to charge you three dollars a bottle for this crap when you can buy a 24 pack for half the price per 
bottle.”
 “But the store is too far”, I said, reaching again for the unfinished bottle. 
 “Where do you live?’
 “On this street,” I said, pointing with my bottle towards the deserted road outside the window. When 
I looked back at John, his left brow was cocked up, as if I just told him that I lived in the White House.
 “There’s a liquor store two blocks away,” John said, his voice getting louder.
 “But that’s a long walk for me.”
 John took a deep breath, pressing his hands together at his lips. Now, he was staring at me. He 
opened his mouth, a choked grunt escaping his lungs, like his voice box and brain were in disagreement. 
Then, something interrupted him before he could speak. It was the welcome bell on top of the front door. 
 I looked to the front, harsh light escaping into the dimly lit bar, and saw a dark figure. As the door 
slammed shut, and my eyes adjusted back to the darkness, I saw who it was. It was Charlie, his Paw Patrol 
backpack still on, and a half-eaten apple in his hand. 
 “Hey kid,” John yelled, “ you’re not supposed to be in here.”
 “Don’t worry,” his small voice returned, “ I’m just here to pick up 
Mommy.”
 I got up from my stool, and went to hug Charlie. He was smiling, 
and I kneeled down to whisper in his ear.
 “Mommy loves you, Charlie”, I said babying up my voice like I did 
when he was a toddler. 
 “Me too,” he giggled, wrapping his small arms around my waist. 
As I pulled away from him, breathing into his face, his eyes scrunched 
up, and he sniffed again.
 “Eww,” he whined, “ your breath stinks, Mommy.”
 “I know,” I said, pinching my nose to mirror him, “ it was just 
something I ate.” I stood up, holding his hand as I fished through my 
pocketbook for money to pay my tab with. When I pulled out a crumpled 
twenty to give John, he put his hand up.
 “Don’t, Laurie,” he said, avoiding Charlie’s stare, “ Today’s on the 
house.”
 “Why thank you,” I said, stopping to belch again. I looked down to 
Charlie, who was still pinching his nose, and bent back down to his eye 
level. “ So,” I said, “ did you just get off the bus?”
 “No,” he said, his voice sounding congested and squeaky, “ it was a half day today. I’ve been home 
for three hours.”
 “Oh I’m sorry, honey,” I said, still in the baby voice, “ I must’ve lost track of time.”
 “It’s okay,” he said, unsqueezing his nose, “ at least you weren’t sleeping on the couch like yester-
day.”
 I laughed, swinging Charlie’s arm as we headed out of the bar. As I opened the door, Charlie looked 
back towards John.
 “Bye, Jonny,” he said.
 “See ya later, champ.”, John said, his voice curling up at the end of the sentence. I looked back 
towards the wooden countertop, and the pulled out stool where I was sitting a minute ago, and saw tears 
sparkle in John’s eyes. 
 I quickly pulled the door open, and walked with Charlie back to our house. On the way home, I 
wondered why John was acting so weird today. All the questions about why I was there, and how I could 
just go to the liquor store. For God’s sake, I pay that man’s bills and he talked to me like I was going out of 
style. And worst of all was the tears when Charlie and I were leaving. Why the hell was he crying in front of 
my son? Was he trying to scare him? I’d check in with him tomorrow to see if he had his head on straight, 
maybe have a beer or two while I was at it.

icy Morning - Digital Photo 
Natalie meyers ‘22
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Sung on the occasion of the late autumn breeze
We wait for the arrival of all the dead leaves
Their wispy veins as they whip against the ground
Leave a sharp, piercing, and harsh grim reaper sound

The schoolchildren sing out with glee
Sleep sweetly in your humble grave!
Because even their young eyes can see
The leaves cannot be saved.

If death shall be an endless rest
Then the leaves are ready to start their quest
To the clouds they reach and they reach
Extending their minds, oh! It’s time to teach!

In the roots of their ancestors, their loved ones indeed
So much life, so much color, all from a seed?
We see a spark of life growing from beneath the dirt
And yet, still, the dead leaves insist they are unhurt

Their split ends are apart, they crack and they crunch
As the kids run outside having eaten their lunch
The children giggle and shout as they run over quick
Stomping on leaves as they jump and they kick

They are happy and free, just like the old leaves
Except these children are not the evil sad thieves
The ones that stole time away from the clock
All because the days went tick tock and tick tock

The clock on the door will never run short
As the essence of time is all but a sport
At last, the little hand reaches the two
And the kids run away, without a single clue

As the leaves begin to crumble
Audrey Panik ‘23

rusty and buried - digital Photo 
Dane Constabile ‘22

Soon the wind comes again, its hands soft and ready
As the leaves say goodbye, their words somewhat steady
So the leaves and the wind pick up and head out
Their minds filled with the past, nothing but doubt

The adults drive on by in their red and blue cars
Hello littles leaves, you’ve traveled so far!
It’s the schoolchildren again, all old and grown up
And so the leaves smile as they tilt their heads up

We say, roses are red, violets are blue
Well, would you look at that! Time really flew
The hands of the clock form a tiny heart
As the last of the dead leaves finally depart

Fire in the breeze - digital Photo 
Miray Savluk ‘22
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I was there when the match was struck
Your eyes met mine out of irrevocable luck

When quiet ember burst to flame
I was yours, never to be the same

A change in the wind now carrying fire
My heart in your hands, an archangel choir

Swallowing up the flourished grounds
A desperate attempt that knew no bounds

passion is a burning meadow
Meghan Shelley ‘23

I’d somehow lost you in the blaze
Cursed by my own trusting daze

Still I wonder if we could ever return to then
Like fire kindled in a slumbering glen

I remember the taste of fire on my tongue
I couldn’t predict the burn, not then, when I was so young

meadow - digital photo emma maddaluna ‘20

Devouring my inhibitions
You and I, our own coalition
Our blazing red against it all
I promised myself I would never fall

When it was too late to turn and run
I ignored the stench of your smoking gun
I leapt into the flames with no hesitation
I never could have predicted the devastation

Serenity - digital photo emma maddaluna ‘20

scarlet bloom - digital photo 
dane costabile ‘22
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The Dangers of Sharenting:
How Much is too Much?

Amanda Membrano ‘21
 Social media has become one of the most important aspects in most people’s lives. Keeping up 
with Instagram posts, sending Snapchat streaks, keeping profiles updated on Facebook and recreating 
the latest Tik Tok trends. Everything revolves around the Internet. One of the biggest reasons people in-
dulge in this lifestyle is to seek validation or show off our current experiences. Everyone is looking to show 
each other how great their lives really are. Parents, specifically, overindulge in this act. The term is called 
Sharenting, and it is the process in which parents overuse or overshare pictures or posts about their 
children, which could potentially hurt their children’s lives and reputations before they could even get a 
chance to succeed in life. 
 While these posts seem innocent and in some ways a form of affection, they could be taken in 
a completely different direction. Children can become negative targets because of these social media 
posts by taking their privacy and even identities away from them so that they develop a digital footprint. 
Children’s individual power to decide their future is stripped away from them even before they were given 
the opportunity to make something of themselves. For example, in a survey on the uses of sharenting, 
a signifigant chunk of photos parents post on social media were found on child pornography sites.About 
half of the 45 million photos were directly from social media (Haelle www.npr.org). If we contemplate the 
effects of sharenting and the impact that it has on the children of the world, then why do we indulge in 
these practices?  
 People can become very dependent by the uses of technology and the amount of information 
found in the media. Specifically, sharenting has become a very popular issue in the world of social media. 
As a current teenager battling the struggles of high school social media debacles, the same seems to be 
able to occur in adults. As much as social media seems to be the trend in my generation, adults are just 
as susceptible to it as well. Adults nowadays are using platforms like Facebook and Instagram to show off 
their children and the amazing life they are providing. A YouTube video from The New York Times explains 
that parents feel that the events they document using social media “Doesn’t even happen if they don’t 
post it,” by one parent’s own admission (“Why Kids Are Confronting Their Parents About ‘Sharenting,” 
00:03:19 - 00:03:31). Parents are adopting validation behaviors where they believe that in order to prove 

their excellent lives they need to 
post their happy moments.  
 But how could this poten-
tially hurt the kids of the world? 
The thought put into these 
childhood posts is nothing but 
innocent. However,our society 
is now learning the detriments 
to sharenting. One of the most 
impactful problems is privacy. 
With our modern uses of social 
media, once something is post-
ed, then it’s there forever. Cute 
adorable baby pictures could be 
turned into funny memes, social 
media jokes, and even more in-
appropriate images. These could 
be funny at one moment in time, 
but they could leave a long-last-
ing scar on children as they age, upside down smiles - digital photo  miray savluk ‘22
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which could affect college, careers, and job offers later in life. Who is going to want to hire someone that 
has a negative internet joke attached to their persona? Adrienne Lafrance, writer for The Atlantic shares, 
“It’s typical for adults to mention a child’s name and birthdate in birth announcements and other posts on 
sites like Facebook and Instagram, for instance, which puts kids at risk of identity theft and digital kidnap-
ping” (Lafrance theatlantic.com). Not only is their reputation at risk, but, in some cases, children have their 
identity taken from them.
 Although there are copious amounts of detriments to sharenting, there are some positive outlooks. 
Specifically, the opportunity to learn from our mistakes. As parents start to notice the effect that sharenting 
has on kids and teenagers, then people might start to slowly change their content, hopefully, by trying to 
eliminate naked baby pictures or even children swimming in bathing suits. It’s important to be informed 
and aware of what one post can impact. Imagine your child growing up 20 years old and realizing that his 
credit is in the toilet, yet he’s never even applied for a credit card, which is just one of many examples that 
can occur due to sharenting. Don’t wait until it’s too late to consider the consequences. Ask a series of 
questions: Is this appropriate? Would my child want this posted? Is there any public nudity within the pho-
to? How could this affect my child later in life? Make the change now so that, by the time your child is able 
to make his or her own decisions, their lives are completely in their hands. 
 Society has become very attached to the uses of social media. It’s reliable, entertaining, and ex-
tremely convenient. But it seems that our world has a hard time deciphering between what’s appropriate to 
post and what’s not. The process of sharenting is a new concept to the technological world that not every-
one is familiar with yet. However, as life goes on, society becomes more and more familiar, and we are able 
to learn from these social media disasters. Yet, society is going to continue to make the same mistakes 
over and over again. It’s human nature. But there are some ways we could help prevent these multimedia 
situations. 
 First, ask children if they consent to the picture being posted if they are old enough to respond. 
Teaching children at an early age about consent is a great way to introduce social media into their lives. 
Even though kids might not completely understand the concept, making them understand that the photo 
being taken will be shared to others is crucial. Furthermore, it could help make sure that the content being 
shared is appropriate to the social media world. As much as naked pictures of children are adorable, may-
be sending them in private group chats could be a better, safer way to share the adorableness of children. 
 Doesn’t everyone want the children of the world to decide their future? It is our job to make sure 
everyone gets an equal opportunity, so, parents, next time you want to share pictures of your children con-
sider the impact. Would I want my child’s identity stolen? Do I want my child to control their future? Are my 
Instagram likes more important than the safety and future of my child? 
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I really should have played piano
Or even flute or trumpet too

But instead I play the harmonica
Which, in highsight, is rather new

Its notes sound tall yet kind of short
Its body falls apart

Its music is hard to come across
One must learn and find the art

But the hardest part of all
Is not the learning or the losing

It’s making the journey to the teacher
Each time I’m bound for snoozing

He lives up on the top floor
The very highest of them all

He’s beyond the stairway to heaven
And I sit wishing he would fall

I hear his notes fly through the air
The clouds and wind surround us like the sea

Because my little old harmonica
Is not just a harmonica to me

my harmonica
Audrey Panik ‘23

Pianissimo - Digital Photo Natalie meyers ‘22
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